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Abstract.  

Many classes of images contain spatial regions which are more important than other regions. 

Compression methods capable of delivering higher reconstruction quality for important parts are 

attractive in this situation. For medical images, only a small portion of the image might be 

diagnostically useful, but the cost of a wrong interpretation is high. Hence, Region Based Coding 

(RBC) technique is significant for medical image compression and transmission. Lossless compression 

schemes with secure transmission play a key role in telemedicine applications that help in accurate 

diagnosis and research. In this paper, we propose lossless scalable RBC for Digital Imaging and 

Communications in Medicine (DICOM) images based on Integer Wavelet Transform (IWT) and with 

distortion limiting compression technique for other regions in image. The main objective of this work is 

to reject the noisy background and reconstruct the image portions losslessly. The compressed image 

can be accessed and sent over telemedicine network using personal digital assistance (PDA) like 

mobile.  

Keywords: DICOM image; integer wavelet transform; lossless compression; medical image 

compression; region-based coding; telemedicine. 

  

 Introduction: 

 Large amount of image data is produced in the 

field of medical imaging in the form of 

Computed Tomography (CT), Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging (MRI), and Ultrasound 

Images, which can be stored in picture archiving 

and communication system (PACS) or hospital 

information system (Miaou et al 2009). A 

medium scale hospital with above facilities 

produces on an average 5 GB to 15 GB of data 

(Placidi 2009); (Baeza & Verdoy 2009). So, it is 

really difficult for hospitals to manage the storing 

facilities for the same. Moreover, such high data 

demand for high end network especially for 

transmitting the images over the network such as 

in telemedicine. This is significant for 

telemedicine scenario due to limitations of 

transmission medium in Information and 

Communication Technology (ICT) especially for 

rural area. Image compression is useful in, 

reducing the storage and transmission bandwidth 

requirements of medical images (Baeza & 

Verdoy 2009). For e.g., an 8-bit grey scale image 

with 512 × 512 pixels requires more than 0.2 MB 

of storage. If the image is compressed by 8:1 

compression without any perceptual distortion, 

the capacity of storage increases 8 times (Ali & 

Akhtar 2008). Compression methods are 

classified into lossless and lossy methods. In the 

medical imaging scenario, lossy compression 

schemes are not generally used. This is due to 

possible loss of useful clinical information which 

may influence diagnosis. In addition to these 

reasons, there can be legal issues. Storage of 

medical images is generally problematic because 

of the requirement to preserve the best possible 
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image quality which is usually interpreted as a 

need for lossless compression (Sanchez et al 

2009). 3D MRI contains multiple slices 

representing all information required about a 

body part. Some of the most desirable properties 

of any compression method for 3D medical 

images include: (i) high lossless compression 

ratios, (ii) resolution scalability, which refers to 

the ability to decode the compressed image data 

at various resolutions, and (iii) quality 

scalability, which refers to the ability to decode 

the compressed image at various qualities or 

signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) up to lossless 

reconstruction (Sanchez et al 2009). DICOM is 

the most comprehensive and accepted version of 

an imaging communications standard. DICOM 

format has a header which contains information 

about the image, imaging modality and 

information about the patient (Maglogiannis & 

Kormentzas 2009). The header also contains 

information about the type of media (CT, MRI, 

audio recording, etc.) and the image dimensions. 

Body of DICOM standard contains information 

objects such as medical reports, audio recordings 

and images. The coding– decoding algorithm 

must take care of other information in the 

DICOM file. Also, the algorithms should accept 

the input image in DICOM format at encoder end 

and produce DICOM file at decoder end.  

1.1 Region of interest Basic concept of Region 

of Interest (ROI) is introduced due to limitations 

of lossy and lossless compression techniques. For 

well-known lossless compression technique the 

compression ratio is approximately 25% of 

original size, where as for lossy encoders the 

compression ratio is much higher (up to 1% also) 

(Baeza & Verdoy 2009), but there is loss in the 

data. Now this loss may hamper some 

diagnostically important part of the image. 

Hence, there is a need of some hybrid technique 

which will take care of diagnostically important 

part (ROI) as well as will provide high 

compression ratio (Miaou et al 2009); 

(Maglogiannis & Kormentzas 2009). The 

functionality of ROI is important in medical 

applications where certain parts of the image are 

of higher diagnostic importance than others. For 

most medical images, the diagnostically 

significant information is localized over 

relatively small regions, about 5 to 10% of total 

area. In such cases, these regions need to be 

encoded at higher quality than the background. 

During image transmission for telemedicine 

purposes, these regions are required to be 

transmitted first or at a higher priority 

(Maglogiannis & Kormentzas 2009). 2. Proposed 

method A CT or MRI image contains three parts, 

ROI (the diagnostically important part), Non-

ROI image part, and the background (part other 

than image contents) as shown in figure 1 and its 

cross section in figure 2. The ROI is selected by 

expert radiologists. Depending on the selected 

part ROI-mask is generated in such a way that 

the foreground is totally included and the pixel 

values in the background are made zero. The 

background regions though they appear to be 

black in colour, they do not have zero grey level 

values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The background is made zero using: 

img[i, j] ≤ x_th, then img[i, j] = 0. (1) Here, X_th 

is the threshold value of background of the image 

(img). As the background is not required 

reducing the background contents to zero also 

accounts for complete lossless compression, 

producing a ready to process image. 

Morphological operations are effectively used, 

which contain a value of ‘1’ in the foreground 

and a value of ‘0’ in the background. Then the 
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mask is logically AND-ed with the image to 

separate-out ROI part (IMG_ROI) and Non-ROI 

image part as shown in equation 2.  

ROI _mask&&img = IMG_ROI. (2) The two 

separated parts can be processed separately as 

per the requirement, i.e., ROI part will be 

processed by lossless technique, while Non-ROI 

will be compressed with accepted lossy 

compression methods; this is shown in figure 3. 

2.1 ROI and non-ROI processing Lossless 

compression, Progressive transmission and RBC 

are important functionalities for a compression 

scheme helpful in telemedicine application 

(Baeza & Verdoy 2009). User can select ROI of 

any arbitrary shape. ROI is compressed with 

lossless version of compression technique such 

as Huffman, Arithmetic, RLE, LZW, ZIP, etc., 

while Non-ROI is compressed by SPIHT 

 
 

 
 

algorithm used after wavelet transform. Wavelet-

based techniques are the latest development in 

the field of image compression. It offers multi-

resolution capability that is not available in any 

of the other methods. 

 2.2 Integer wavelet transform The Integer 

Wavelet Transform (IWT) is used to have 

lossless processing. The wavelet transform (WT), 

in general, produces floating point coefficients. 

Although these coefficients can be used to 

reconstruct an original image perfectly in theory, 

the use of finite precision arithmetic and 

quantization results in a lossy scheme. Recently 

reversible integer wavelet transform has been 

introduced. Lifting provides an efficient way to 

implement the Discrete Wavelet Transform 

(DWT) and the computational efficiency of the 

lifting implementation can be up to 100% higher 

than the traditional direct convolution based 

implementation (Calderbank et al 1998). Lifting 

allows simple inverse transform of the same 

complexity as the forward one. Reversible IWT 

is composed of the elementary operations of the 

forward one, taken in reverse order (Reichel et al 

2001). The advantages of IWT are (i) Faster 

calculation with respect to traditional DWT. (ii) 

Allows a fully in-place calculation of the wavelet 

transform, no need of temporary memory. (iii) 

Generates only integer number, low 

computational complexity as compared to DWT 

which generates floating point numbers. (iv) 

Completely reversible, with zero practical loss. 

 2.3 Coding algorithm The set partition in 

hierarchical trees (SPIHT) coding algorithm is 

best in terms of compression performance (Said 

& Pearlman 1996). Previously, the SPIHT was 

designed for lossy data compression. By 

combining the IWT with the SPIHT, both the 

lossy and lossless compression modes are now 

supported. The major advantage of using SPIHT 

coding technique is that, it supports embedded 

coding along with progressive transmission, 

which is suitable for telemedicine. A new coding 

algorithm is presented here. (i) Read image from 

database and get dimensions. (ii) Apply threshold 

to remove background. (iii) Select ROI, and 

separate out ROI and Non-ROI. (iv) Accept 

compression levels from user. (v) Apply wavelet 

for Non- ROI to execute 2D heap. (vi) Do 

operation of distortion as per level selected by 

user for Non-ROI, and Lossless zip technique for 

ROI (Lehtinen 1999). (vii) Perform inverse- 
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wavelet recursively combine ROI. (viii) 

Compare the quality of original image with 

newly reconstructed image 

Conclusion Every image contains some 

redundant information, which needs to be 

identified by the user to obtain compression. The 

floating point representation of the DWT gives 

small error in the system. The IWT is 

recommended for critical medical application 

because of its perfect reconstruction property. 

ROI-based compression is providing better 

results as compared with lossless methods, along 

with preservation of diagnostically important 

information. Such method is recommended for 

telemedicine system especially rural area, where 

network resources have limitations. Advanced 

version of the proposed method may include the 

compression based on the information contents 

as well as compression based on ROI to be 

selected automatically. 
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